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1 INTRODUCTION 

A major role for th':_ superconductivity in YBa2Cu3 0 7 has been ascribed by 
-

several authors (see e.g. [1, 2]) to the apical oxygen atoms denoted usually 
------~--- - -~ 

as 04. In particular, the debate on possible lattice instability associated, with 

· the apical oxygen 04 in .YBa2Cu307 keeps still on. 

Temperature dependent EXAFS studies [3, 4, 5] show a split position Le., a 

double-well potential for the 04 motion. High temperature Raman measure

ments [6, 7] indicate significant softening and broadening of the 04 derived 

A9 mode characteristic of anharmonicity. This mode exhibits in addition an 
I " ' 

anomalous isotope effect i.e. upon substitution of 180 for 160 its frequency 

shift has been found to be weaker than in the harmonic theory urging the 

authors to conclude on anhannonicity of this mode (8]. 

The nuclear pair-distribution analyses of the elastic and inelastic neutron scat

tering data [9] for Tl and La-based cuprates clearly indicate a split position 

for the apical atoms,too whereas the Rietveld refinements do not show any 

noticeable anomaly (10]. We remind that the latter method gives the long 

range structure while the former one probes the local structure. 

Theoretically it has been demonstrated that a strong electron-phonon coupling 

brings about an effective double-well potential for the infrared (IR) active 

mode involving the in-phase vibration of 04 atoms (11]. First principles LDA 

calculations (12], [13] predict a single-well potential, but an asymmetric one 

with considerable cubic term, for 04. Furthermore a tunneling model related 

to 04 vibration has been assumed to account for the linear specific heat term 

at low temperatures [14]. 

On the other hand, other authors stress that a double-well potential can not be 

reconciled with Raman as well as IR measurements [15]. However, a growing 

body of experimental evidence for strong electron-lattice coupling with promi-
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nent participation :Jt 04 can not be doubted calling likmvise-for a theoretical 

diversity. 

Therefore it would be of-great interest to look for a model which would in

terpolate between a single-well potential and a double-well one d~pending on 

certain external factors. In our opinion, a, good candidate is offered by a.n 

asymmetric double-well potential. 

· It has been ·proposed . [16] that the 04 a.tor'n can fluctuate between two in

equivalent positions created by the asymmetric intera._ction of 04 with the two 

ne~rest-neighbour coppe~ atoms a.long the c-a.xis ( cha.in Cul and plane Cu2 ) 

whereby one of the positions is supposed to be a meta.stable one . The reason 

for the interaction asymmetry is believed to be the different oxygen coordi

nation of these c;qp,per atoms. Given the energy difference between these two 

positions is considerably larger than kT one may expect that the metastable 

position is not occupied and the atom remains largely in _the stable position 

behaving itself like in a single-well potential. However, if in the course of 

measurements _the atom is excited by heating up and/or by means of other 

excitations· ( e.g. photons in EXAFS ) it could be activated to overcome the 

barrier or tunnel through it towards the metastable position setting up the 

double-well character, of the potential. 

Here we formulate a two-sublattice model Hamiltonian .which we treat in the 

molecular field approximation(MFA). We then_ present the results and a dis

cussion of the consequences for ther~noclynamics arising if one· assumes such 

an asymmetric double-well potential for the 04 atom. The pa.per is organized 

a.s follows: next Section explains the proposed model, in the la.st Section we 

present our results and discuss related experiments. 
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2 Model 

\,Ve start by formula.ting a two-su hlat tire psC'1Hlo-spin model described by the 

following Hamiltonian (in the ahsC'nn' of PXtPrnal fip]ds) 

1 ~ [I s·- s·- ·- .- 1· s·- s··] fl = - 2 L, · ij ( • ii • _j I + • ,', il •\2 ) + 2 l ij • il ]2 -
ij 

-n LiSJ~ + SJ~) - ~ L(SJ2 - SJiJ, 
j 

( 1) 

where the indices 1 and 2 refer to thP two suhlattices. J;1 and /{;1 are the 

effective interaction consta.1\ts among 04 atoms in the same and different sub- • 

lattices, respectively and i,j denote the sitPs. n is the tunneling frequency in 

the one-particle double-well potential and ~ is l hP as~·mml'try paramet_er. The 

lattice model is shown i11 Fig.( I). \\'p ass111nP that in the fully oxygenated 

YBa2Cu30, superconducting com JHrn 11<1 th<· st a hit' position is closer to the 

Cu2-02,03 plane. This assertion is rnat!P in accordance with the fact that 

the Cµ2-04 bond length experiencPs an abrupt decrPase upon doping into the 

superconducting phase [ 17]. SinrC' lhC' basal plane bC'aring the one-dimensional 

Cul-01 chains is the inversio11 planC' oft h<' <'l<'ntPntary cell, the two asymmet-

ric double-well potentials for the two 0-1 ions on either sides of the inversion 

plane ( a.long the c-a.xis) form mirror ima1?;es of each other as·depicted in Fig. 1. 

Note that the abscissa represents the r-axis of tit<' elementary cell, i.e. perpen

dicular to the Cu-0 planes. For thP sak<' of c!C'arness we denote the oxyge11 

sublattice, whicll'lias the deeper minimum on the left side by 1, the respective 

oxygen atom by 04(1) and correspondingly the sublattice with the deeper well · 

on the right side by 2, the oxygen atom by 0-1(2). It is interesting to point_out 

that the two-sublat tice model with as~·m 111!'1.ric do11 bl!'-well potential was ap

plied long time a.go in the study of frrrodPrtririty in the Rochelle salts [18]. 

It is noteworthy that depending on th<' magnit11de of 2i. the potential can 
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Figure 1: The potentials for tl1P two 0-1 atoms along the c-axis and the atom 

displacements corresponding to the m ( r I. lJ2 configurations)_ and Raman 

(Gl,G2 configurations) modes (dashed and solid lines, respectively, see also 

text). 

change from a sy11,metric double-well to a quasi-single-well form. The pseudo

spin operator Sfn is assumed to equal - I /2 if the 04 atom is in the left well 

and +1/2 if it is in the right wi,II. The> S;';, operator describes the tun:ryeling 

of the 04 atoms between two wells. 

To,. consider thermodynamical properties of th<' model we have to calculate 

the free energy. For this purpose we employ the Bogoliubov variational prin

ciple and introduce a trial Ilarniltonia11 lf0 which describes a system of non

interacting pseudo-spins in the MFA: 

Ho= - L !t~,si, - L nsi,, (2) 
i,n=l 02 i,n=l .2 

'where n = I, 2 is the sublattice index. Then for the true free energy of the 

model ( 1) we have the following estimation from above: 
' t:!, 

where 

}[ . /' F = -Tln Tr(e-kT) :c-; 1'1 = ·o+ < If - Ho >o, 

'I'. - Ho 

<A>o=~ H) 
'J' ·( - -,-i;-1 ( 1.-T) 

4 

(3) 

(4) 

) 

)' 

and 

h1 h2 
Fo = -T(ln 2cosh kT + ln 2cosh kT) (5) 

1s the exact free energy of our trial system with molecular fields 

h~ = J(!V + (h~)2). 

The condition of stationarity i.e .. 

oF 
-=0 
oh~ 

yields now the following coupled nonlinear equations for the average value of 

the pseudo-spin < St:, > at site i in the sublattice n 

z l h;, l hn 
< Sin > = - -1 tan 1 kT. 

2 ln 2' 

In the same manner, requiring 

8F 
" S'<> = 0 
V <'in> 

(6) 

we obtain for the components of the molecular field in the two different sub

lattices 

hf= J < S{ >+I<< SI> -6., 

h; = J < Si > + K < Sf > +6.. (7) 

Here J( = Lj IC;j and J = Lj Jij• 

Using ( 1) - ( 7) one arrives at the following expression for the free energy 

Fi in ( 3) 

F J ( s= 2 5z 2) Ji. 5- 5z . 
1 = 2 < 1 > + < 2 > + l < 1 >< 2 > -

h1 h2 
T(ln 2cosh kT + ln 2cosh kT), (8) 

The temperature dependences of the sublattice polarizations are given now 

by the solutions of the two coupled equations ( 6). 
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3 Results and Discussion 

We have iteratively solved the coupled nonlinear equations for the sublattice 

polarizations ( 6) taking into account the Eqs. 7. Since we are concerned with 

the thermodynamics for simplicity the tunneling term can be safely neglected 

without losing any physics, i.e. we set n = 0. We have choosen the model 

parameters such that T1 is approxirnatrly 90 K ( i.e. Tc of YBa2Cu3 01 ) 

whereby we fixed .6. = 33 meV. In Fig. 2 the sublattice polarizations vs. 

temperature are shown for a· few selected s~ts of J( and .J represented by the 

0.5 

<S22> 

0.0 .___...,___...,____.___._---1..__._,__...._____.__J 

0 250 T(K) 500 

Figure 2: The temperature dependence of the sublattice polarizations. 

dimensionless pr,:.·a:neter a, = (.J + K)/ .6.. As one sees the polarizations in 

the two sublattices are equal in magnitude, but opposite in sign except for a 

temperature region between T1 and T2 • Outside of this region 

<Sf>= - < s; > 

6 

\, 

·1 

·~ 

and the net polarization defined by 

a=< Sf> +<SJ > (9) 

is zero as shown in Fig. 3 although < Sf >-:/ 0. For 1'1 < T < T2 a sponta

neous polarization. takes place i.e. a hero111rs nonzero on approaching T1 =90K 

from the low temperat11re side or '/~=:tlOI( from thr high-temperature side. 

It means that in this ternprrat urr ra 11µ;t' t hP frpp P11Ngy has its minimum for. 

a ferroelectric state i.e. when 0-1( l) is hir,tlizPd i11 th<' deeprr (or higher) well 
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Figure 3: The temperature depr1HlenrP of thP nPI polarization for various 

interaction constants .J, J{. 
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of its potential whereas 04(2) is loralizPd i11 thP higher( or deeper) well of its 

potential. This is visualized i11 Fig. I h_\· t h0 lI 1 ( U2) configurations. 

In fact YBaCuO was found to IJP both pyroPlert rir ancl piezoelectr\c, imply

ing the existence of a macroscopic polariza1 io11 directed along the c-axis (19]. 

Moreover sign reversal and an increase of tl11' magnitude of the spontaneous 

polarization with doping has been repor1Pd [:W]. IImvever it should be noted 

that this finding has sofar not been ~onfirmcd by other groups although similar 

effects are seen but they disappear after thPm1;-d cycling of the samples. 

This' could be an indication on possible composition dependence of the fer

roelectric behaviour. In the present model tl1e composition changes can be· 

simulated by the interaction _para 111Pt<'rs ./, 11·. Tht' dependence of the net 

polarization on the variation of thesP para 111Ptns is shown in Fig. 3. One sees 

that a small change in the parame1 er n = ( ./ + I{)//::;. strongly influences 

the magnitude of the polariz~tion. Its increase by only JO% is almost suffi

cient to completely suppress the macroscopic polarization. Thus the absence 

of macroscopic polarization does not ner<'ssarily deny the asymmetric double

»'ell structure of the potential Contrarily it conic! explain in a natural way 

why the ferroelectric effect has not hc>Pn observr\d in all samples. 

A question at hand concerns the rnlationship of this ferroelectric ordering of. 

apical oxygens to superconductivity since empirically these two phenomena are 

believed to be mutually excluding ones. In Ref. [21] basing on high-resolution 

thermal-expansion experiments it was proposed that lattice instability may be 

a limiting mechanism for T,, i.e. the highest Tc attained for optimum doping 

was found to coincide with a temperature' at which the cuprates reveal distinct 

lattice instability. Temperature-dependent io11 channeling experiments of the 

oxygen sublattice in YllaCuO compound indicate also on some anomaly in the 

c-axis displacements of the apical oxygen atoms (22] upon cooling through the 

superconducting transition temperaturr\. 
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From the commonly accepted point of view that superconductivity is realized 

in Cu2-02,03 plane it seems that there is no direct relation between the fer

roelectric behaviour of the apical oxygen and superconductivity in the plane 

because of the various dimensionality of the phenomena and also of the sp~-

tial separation of these two structural units although the former effect, could 

indirectly affect the latter one via the charge transfer mechanism. However, 

for th~ ( (bi)polaronic (23, 24] or two-component (25] ) pairing theories e~

ploying the anharmonic feature of 04 this model should bring about certain 

implications. 
. . 

In conclusion, we discuss briefly some implications of the assumption of this 

m~del for the vibrational properties. Foi· this purpose we introduce ph~non 

modes corresponding to the IR and Raman modes defined as follows 

Q;u = ~(Sf1 + Sf2), Q;g = ~(Sf1 - Sfz). (10) 

For the infrared active (IR) mode Q;u, involving in-phase displacements of 

04(1) and 04(2) (see Fig. 1) the two Ul and U2 configurations are degenerate 

and therefore the only possible form of the potential for the IR mode is a 

symmetric double-well potential. We recall that similar conclusion has been 

d.rawn h1 (11]. 

For the _Raman active normal mode Q;9 associated with the two 04 atoms 

involving ~nti-phase displacements of these atoms i.e. 04( 1) is displaced to 

the right ( or left) well while 04(2) is displaced to the left ( or right) one as 

represented in Fig. 1 by Gl and G2 configurations. These two configurations 

differ by an energy 2/::;. ~66 meV ( 11) which gives an estimate for the energy 

of the A9 Raman active mode in an effective asymmetric potential. 

In. terms of these new pseudospin phonon variables the Hamiltonian ( 1) can 

be rewritten as follows 
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H = - L J;j [Q;uQj11 + Q;gQjg)]
ij 

L K;j(Q;uQju - Q;gQjg) + U:. L Q;g - n I:csri + Sf;). (11) 

•J 

It is readily seen that this Hamiltonian is symmetric with respect to the Q;u 

variables while it is asymmetric in terms of Q;9 . Therefore one can conclude 

that within the present model the potential for the IR active mode is of a. 

symmetric double-well ·type whereas for the Ra.man active mode one has an 

asymmetric double-well one: These conclusions have important consequences 

for the IR and Ra.man spectroscopies. Th:Y concern the (non)-existence of 

low frequency tunneling modes, temperature dependence of. phonon. energy 

and anamalous isotope shifts, the symmetry breaking of optical selection rules 

for these higly anharmonic phonon modes described by the pseudospin va.ri- : 

ables in the model ( 11 ). Some of these problem a.re discussed in (15] and 

[26]. 

In Fig. 4 we compare the wavefunctions corresponding to the two lowest eigen-
1 

states Wo, '¥1 and a. higher excited state (fourth) W4 in the asymmet~ic and 

symmetric double-well potentials with similar harrier heights. In the case of 

a symmetric double-well the wavefunctions are spread symmetrically or ( ~nti

symmetrically) over the two wells implying that the niinimal root mean square 

amplitude (RMSA) of the displacement is given by the ·distance betwe~n the 

minima. As for the asymmetric potential the lower eigenstates are localized 

in the one ( deeper) well whereas the high_er eigenstates are delocalized. It 

is demonstrated in Fig. 4 by the wavefunction corresponding to the fourth 

eigenstate, which has a finite weight in the higher well. Therefore at low 

temperature when only the lowest eigenstates are occupied the RMSA given 

by 

< u2 >= I:n < Wn I ·u2 I IJ!n > exp(-/3En) 
I:,, e:cp( -f3En) 
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would have a behaviour essentialy likP i11 a si11g)P wPll potential. The double

well character of the potential will rn111P into light when the higher levels 

become occupied e.g. if the tP111 per,1 t II r<' is rais<'cl or 1 he particlP is excited by 

other excitations. 

The Debye-Waller factor or the R:-IS:\ is. a11 exceptionally important and 

useful quantity providing informatio11 of the vibrational potential which can 

be obtained directly from inelastic neutron scat teriug (INS) experiments. As 

stressed in [10] the INS data do not Jr,ncl support for a double-well potential 
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Figure 5: The temperature depe11dP11c<' of t.liP HMSA for harmonic (squares), 

asymmetric dou hie-well (stars) and s_v.111111Ptrir don blc-well (triangles) poten

tials. 
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for the 04 atom since the temperature dependence of the RMSA < u2 > 

does not show any noticeable anomaly in the temperature dependence. As 

mentioned above, however in a sufficiently asymmetric double-well potential 

at low temperatures the atom could behave itself as though in a single-well 

potential. We have calculated the RMS.A for harmonic, asymmetric double-

' well and symmetric double-well potentials as function of temperature. They 

are compared in Fig. 5. At low temperatures the R;MSA in the symmetric 

double~well potential is bounded by the distance between the two _minima 

of the potential while that one of the harmonic oscillator by the zero-point 

amplitude. The RMSA ,in the asymmetric double-well potential tends to a 

value inbetween because of the different population in the two wells. Therefore 

urider certain circumstances it might be difficult by comparing the Debye

Waller factors to distinguish a harmonic potential from an asymmetric double

well one. 

4 Summary 

To summarize, we have studied a model assuming an asymmetric double-well 

form for the ✓ibrational potential for the apical oxygen in the 1-2-3 supercon

ductor and shown that it could give rise for a ferroelectric behaviour. We found 

that the magnitude of the macroscopic polarization is strongly dependent on 

the interaction constants-between the apical oxygen sites. This prompts us to 

conclude that the absence of macroscopic polarization does not rule out the 

possibility of realization of this model. As a by-product of the study the ef

fective potential for the IR active mode involving the vibration of 04 atoms is 

shown to be of a double-well form. We note that a similar conclusion has been 

drawn in charge transfer models and we arrived at it by an alternative way. As 

for the Raman active mode, it is tempting to conclude a double-well potential 

with a considerable asymmetry which can be regarded at lower temperatures 
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'essentially a single-well one. The temperature dependence of RMSA in the 

asymmetric double-well potential interpolates between those ones of the sym

metric double-well and the harmonic potentials depending on the magnitude 

of the asymmetry energy ~. 

The study of the: dynamics of the model is reserved for a subsequent publica

tion. 
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Pa60Ta BhIIlOJIHeHa B Jla6opaTOpnu TeopeTuqecKoii: QJH3HKH HM. H.H.Boro
mo6oBa 0115111. 
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Apical Oxygen Anharmonicity and Ferroelectricity in YBa2Cu30 7 

A model suggesting an asymmetric double-well form for the effective 
vibrational potential for the apical oxygen atoms iri the YBa2Cu30 7 
superconductor is formulated in the pseudo-spin representation and its phase 
diagram is studied. It is found that there exists a set of parameters for which a 
spontaneous polarization may occur at a temperature close to the 
supperconducting Tc, implying the possibility of formation of a ferroelectric 

state in the temperature region 90K-250K. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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